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Finding case through personal 

name variation in parallel text  

Abstract 

The aim of this study is to evaluate whether the ‘richness’ of the marking on personal names is an 

adequate indirect measure of a language’s case usage. The method uses parallel texts to identify, and 

group by lemma, names in over a thousand languages. These groupings are compared with data for 

case usage from a typological database for those languages for which it is available. This material is 

then used to test a method for assessing whether a language uses case or not. Results indicate that the 

maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in a text is a useful tool for inferring 

case usage. However, it only yielded clear results for a subset of the languages tested. It was not 

particularly useful for inferring the absence of case usage. Estimation of number of case categories 

was also performed. An entropy measure based on word types that a personal name lemma is attested 

with and the occurrences of these word types was used. It was found to be a fair indicator of number 

of case categories for languages, if somewhat inaccurate. Markings on languages which had no case 

were investigated. They were found to be of several types: pragmatic markers, non-case grammatical 

markers and case-like markers. Two languages with few markings on personal names and with case 

were investigated. They were found to not use any case marking on their personal names, but still use 

such markers on common nouns. This contrasts with a tentative generalization that this study is based 

on: ‘No languages have case marking exclusively in the domain of [personal names] or [common 

nouns].’ (Handschuh, 2017).  

Sammanfattning 

Denna studies syfte är att utvärdera om ’formrikedomen’ hos personnamnslexem är ett fungerande 

indirekt sätt att undersöka språks kasussystem. Parallella texter användes för att namnen hitta 

personnamn och gruppera dem efter lexem i över ett tusen språk. För den delmängd av språken där 

data om deras kasussystem fanns tillgänglig så jämfördes denna med grupperingarna. Resultaten 

indikerar att det maximala antalet ordformstyper som ett namnlemma observerades i är ett användbart 

verktyg för att hitta språk som använder kasus, men bara för en delmängd av testade språk. Det var 

däremot sämre på att hitta språk som inte använder kasus. En entropiuppskattning som var baserat på 

antalet ordformstyper ett personnamnslemma hittades med och antalet förekomster av dessa 

ordformstyper användes. Det var en okej indikator för antalet kasuskategorier, dock med något 

bristande träffsäkerhet. Personnamnsmarkeringar på språk utan kasus undersöktes. De funna typerna 

av markeringar var pragmatiska, kasuslika, och grammatiska icke-kasus. Två språk med kasus, men 

med få personnamns, undersöktes. De använder inte kasusmarkering på personnamn, men på sina 

substantiv, vilket bröt mot en hypotetisk generalisering som denna studie baserades på: Att inga språk 

har kasusmarkeringar endast på personnamn eller endast på substantiv. 
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1 Introduction 

Typological information about how languages are constructed, and how languages in general tend to 

be similar and different allows arguments to be made by researchers about the makeup of language in 

general. For example, one study (Dunn, Greenhill, Levinson, & Gray, 2011) used data from the World 

Atlas of Language Structures (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013) to make an argument for language being 

non-functional and non-parametric in nature. A powerful conclusion made possible by typological 

information. Typological information can be valuable for other reasons. Most of the world’s languages 

lack extensive resources for natural language processing(Asgari & Schütze, 2017). These languages 

taken together are spoken by millions of people. For them, natural language processing tools, such as 

machine translators, are beneficial. Typological information improves the performance of natural 

language processing tools (Ponti et al., 2018). This makes finding typological information a 

worthwhile endeavor. 

One central category for many linguistic theories is that of case (Malchukov & Spencer, 2008, p. 1). 

Case is a system of markers that signals the function of a dependent noun for its head (Blake, 2001, p. 

1). Typical examples of functions signaled are arguments in a clause‘s function for a verb, e.g. 

nominative, absolutive, accusative and ergative markings. The current study will attempt and evaluate 

a method for determining if a language uses grammatical case or not through parallel texts.  

The study’s method tests an indirect measurement of case. Indirect measurement is direct 

measurement of something which one has good reason to believe is correlated with the phenomena of 

investigation (Wälchli, 2012). One example of use of indirect measurement in linguistics is measuring 

a derivational affix’ productivity by the relative frequency of the hapax legomena it’s a part of 

(Baayen & Lieber, 1991). Even though these types of measurements may contain error, they can be 

valuable as they in some situations allow for investigations on a larger scale than otherwise possible, 

or even measure things that are directly inaccessible.  

The directly measured phenomenon in this study is personal name occurrences.  The special 

semantics of a name means that any kind of markings on them would stand a good chance of marking 

for case, cf. section 2.2 (Wälchli, 2012). 

Two criteria would give a strong correlation between the properties of the directly measured 

personal names and case marking on full nouns. This would allow us to use this method to find 

whether a language marks for case on incluefull nouns with ease. The first criterion is: All languages 

which morphologically mark for case on personal names, also morphologically mark full nouns for 

case. One study using a diverse language sample found a perfect correlation between marking case on 

personal names and marking case on common nouns (Handschuh, 2017), but since the sample was 

small (34 languages), this correlation might still be less than absolute. 

The second criterion is: If a language morphologically marks a personal name, then the marking is a 

case marking. Even if this criterion is true only for most word types with personal name stems, it 

would still give us a powerful way to assess whether a language uses case on nouns. 

The degree to which these two criteria are correct will strongly decide the correlation between the 

observations of personal name stems and the presence of case markers for the language, and therefore 

also decide the validity of the tested method of finding languages with case markers. Because of this, 

they are adopted as hypotheses and investigated to assess the chosen method’s reliability. 

The aim of this study is to evaluate whether ‘richness’ of the marking on personal names is a good 

indirect measure of a language’s case system. This is done by first, testing a method for finding which 

languages in a large corpus of parallel text have case; second, testing a method for finding how many 

case categories these languages have; and third, assessing the validity of the two criteria described 

above.  
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2 Background 

2.1 Case 

An example of case marking is the marking of the less agentive argument of a transitive verb (object) 

and the marking of the more agentive argument (subject) in Russian: 

 

Example 1 

Uˇcitel’nic-a proˇcitala knig-u 

teacher-subject read.past book-object 

The teacher read the book. 

Example taken from Pavey (2010, p. 20) 

 

Blake (2001, p. 1) describes the traditional definition of case as a system of inflectional markings on 

dependent nouns that signals the function of the dependent noun to its head. Handschuh (2017) gives 

examples of functions that can be signaled: The function can be the more agentive argument of a 

transitive verb, the goal/recipient argument of ditransitive verb, the entity accompanying a participant, 

an attributive possessor, among several other functions. Many modern studies do not ascribe to this 

traditional definition. For example, two chapters in The World Atlas of Language Structures include 

clitics, phonologically dependent function words, as valid exponents of case (Iggesen, 2013) (Dryer, 

2013). 

The editors of the Oxford handbook of case give a much more inclusive portrayal of case compared 

to that of the traditional one (Malchukov & Spencer, 2008, p. 2). Exponents of case need only signal the 

function of a nominal phrase to another constituent or clause in their inclusive portrayal. The traditional 

requirement of dependent marking for case forms is removed. Also, markers for case need not be part 

of an inflectional paradigm and can be a phonologically independent word from the words in the 

functional relationship being signaled, e.g. an adposition. 

2.1.1 Canonical and non-canonical case 

A definition of canonical and non-canonical case markers can be based on the two contrasting 

descriptions of case presented in the previous section. Canonical case markers are part of an inflectional 

paradigm, only placed on dependent nouns and signals the function of the marked dependent to its head. 

Non-canonical markers are only required to signal the function of a nominal to another constituent or 

clause. 

2.1.2 Areal patterns of case 

The World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) contains information about language features and 

their geographical distribution (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013). Two chapters in the atlas describe the 

geographical distributions of case in languages (Dryer, 2013) (Iggesen, 2013). They pinpointed 

concentrations of languages without case in southeast Asia and the pacific, sub-Saharan Africa 

excluding the eastern part and Mesoamerica. Smaller concentrations also exist in South America and 

Europe. Languages with case are more widespread, being the dominant type in the rest of the world, 

cf. figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Case usage according to (Iggesen, 2013) and (Dryer, 2013) taken together. Blue dots represent 

languages without case, red dots languages with case. Languages where the two articles gave 

inconsistent descriptions were removed, cf. section 4.1.2. The language coordinates for the map were 

taken from (Hammarström, Forkel, & Haspelmath, 2019) 

2.2 Personal names 

Names are defined in Handschuh (2017) as referring or addressing nominals, which do not predicate 

any property of the referenced or addressed entity. The non-predicating property entails that names are 

often grammatically unmarked. They are often singular and definite. Names of persons, or personal 

names, are the most prototypical proper nouns (Langendonck & Velde, 2016). Less prototypical 

examples of names are brand names and names of diseases. The prototypicality is grammatically 

relevant. Less prototypical means that a name fits less well into the definition and can figure into 

grammatical contexts not typical for names in language. The current study investigates personal names, 

thereby controlling the grammatical contexts in which they occur. This is done with the expectation that 

any grammatical markers on the extracted names will be markers for case. 

 An advantage of investigating personal names is that they are a human universal; All societies that 

have been investigated by anthropologists use personal names (Bramwell, 2016, p.263).  Diverse naming 

practices have been found by anthropologists. Bramwell (2016, pp. 274-275) reviews several of them. 

In west Africa, Yoruba children can be given names that correspond to events happened around the 

child’s birth, these can be common nouns or full sentences, for example ‘omó kó olá dé’ which means 

‘child brings wealth’. As a contrast, a Balinese naming practice involves giving a person a unique 

combination of nonsense syllables as a name, with the purpose of no one else sharing the name. The 

purpose of these examples is to show that personal names can carry different semantic weight, and the 

possibility of them being predicating for a language group and behave in unexpected ways cannot be 

entirely ruled out. This issue is mentioned here to highlight the difficulty of making a universal statement 

about names in language, but it is not investigated further as anthropological analysis of naming 

practices is beyond the scope of this study. 

2.2.1 Proprial lemmas 

Proprial lemmas are a class of lemmas whose prototypical grammatical function is as a proper name 

(Van Langendonck, 2007, p. 7). This does not exclude proprial lemmas from functioning as common 

nouns, e.g. ‘The two Johns in the class…’. The phrase “Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden” contains three 

proprial lemmas: two person names and one place name. 

Blue = No case 

Red = Has Case 
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 The English word types “Freud”, “Freudian”, “Freud’s”, “Freudlike” and “Freudcouch” are an 

example of a proprial lemma, Freud, being attested in five different word types (if you take a generous 

stance towards “Freudcouch” as an English word). As these word types show, it is possible to find 

proprial lemmas within compounds (as in “Freudcouch”), with derivational affixes (as in “Freudian) 

and, provided an inclusive definition of case is used, cf. section 2.1, with case marking clitics (as in 

“Freud’s”).  

 A basis of this study is the counting of word types proprial lemmas are attested with in a text, cf. 

section 4.2.2. A word token is defined in this study as a continuous string of non-whitespace (a 

whitespace character is, for example, space, tab and newline). This means that plenty of non-

alphabetical characters, such as ‘!’, ‘?’ and ‘^’, can be in word tokens. These characters do not 

function graphemically in many European languages, but since most languages investigated in the 

current study are not European, these characters are not excluded. 

2.3 Parallel texts 

The current study utilizes parallel texts to extract grammatical information. Parallel texts are texts 

which can be said to be translationally equivalent. Since a corpus of only an original text and a single 

translation is of little use for most typological investigations, Cysouw and Wälchli define the term 

Massively parallel text as a text which is available in many translations (Cysouw & Wälchli, 2007). 

Such texts are well-used tools for typological investigations. Examples of commonly used Massively 

parallel texts are the Christian Bible and the Universal declaration of human rights. In the present 

study, case is studied using the personal names found in the Christian Bible, names are fairly easy to 

identify in parallel texts, cf. section 4.2.1, and their semantics could lead to a reliable method for 

finding case, cf. section 2.2. 

2.3.1 Automatic typology using parallel texts 

This study is an automatic typology study, meaning that it tries to gather typological information 

through an automatic algorithm. Automatic typology with parallel text is commonly performed by 

using knowledge of some language(s’)’s features in a parallel text corpus and gaining information of 

other languages through an alignment of the other parallel texts in the corpus. An alignment is a 

mapping of some unit of utterances to another unit of utterances expressing the same meaning in the 

same context. It can be a mapping of morpheme to morpheme, word to word or sentence to sentence, 

among many others. Even just stating that a text is a version or translation of another text is an 

alignment of sorts.  

One study used the knowledge of parts of speech and dependency relations gained through 

automatic taggers for a few languages where such resources were available (Östling, 2015).  Then, the 

corpus of parallel texts was aligned at the word level. From this alignment, part of speech tags and 

dependency tags, word order of several types of dependency relations, e.g. adjective and noun, or noun 

and adposition, are inferred for languages in the corpus where no automatic taggers were available. 

Asgari & Schütze (2017) used a parallel text corpus aligned at the word level. They chose a 

grammatical marker from a Creole language which they knew the meaning of: ‘ti’, a past tense marker 

in Seychelles Creole. The assumption here is that Creole grammatical markers are more semantically 

transparent than other natural languages’. The alignments are then used to find markings 

corresponding to the Creole marker in the other languages of the parallel corpus. 

The current study uses knowledge of name distributions in a Greek bible annotated with part of 

speech tags and lemmas on most words. This information is then used with a simple alignment where 

each verse in the Greek bible is mapped to the same verse in the other bibles of the corpus. This allows 

name tokens in other bibles to be found and grouped by which Greek name lemma they correspond to, 

cf. 4.2.1 and table 1. 
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2.4 Information Entropy and Complexity 

The current study will evaluate the information entropy of  languages’ personal names. The concept of 

information entropy was developed by Shannon (1948). The purpose is to estimate the number of case 

distinctions a language has. As described in section 2.2.1, this study counts the number of word types 

a proprial lemma is attested in. Calculating the information entropy for the word types a proprial 

lemma is attested in is similar, but also takes into account the number of tokens found for each word 

type. Information entropy is at its largest for many word types occurring many times and at its smallest 

for only one word type occurring. 

The average information entropy per word, H, of a set of symbols S depends on the probability of 

each symbol 𝑠1, 𝑠2 … , 𝑠𝑛 in S occurring. It is calculated thusly: 

 

𝐻(𝑆) =  − ∑ 𝑃𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 log(𝑃𝑖)             (1) 

 

where 𝑃𝑖 is the probability of the symbol 𝑠𝑖 being drawn from the set S. For our purposes S will be a 

proprial lemma. The probability 𝑃𝑖 is estimated by the relative frequency of 𝑠𝑖 among all word tokens 

the proprial lemma S is realized as. This probability estimation is the maximum likelihood estimation. 
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3 Aim and research questions 

3.1 Aim 

The aim of this study is to evaluate whether the ‘richness’ of the marking on personal names is a good 

indirect measure of a language’s case system. Two measure for the richness of the marking on 

personal names are used: The maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in a 

text (cf. section 2.2.1 and section 4.2.2), and the information entropy of the word types a proprial 

lemma is attested with in a text (cf. 2.4 and 4.2.5). 

This is done by first, evaluating a novel method for investigating case. The method finds which 

languages in a corpus of parallel texts use case through the use of the number of word types a proprial 

lemma is attested with in a text; second, evaluating a method for finding how many case categories 

these languages have through the use of the information entropy of the word types a proprial lemma is 

attested with in a text; third, assessing the validity of the claim “All markings on personal names are 

case markers”; and fourth, assessing the validity of the claim “If a language marks for case on 

common nouns, it also marks for case on personal names?”. 

3.2 Research questions 

3.2.1 Question 1:  

Is it possible to reliably assess the presence of case markers in a language using the maximum number 

of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in parallel text? 

3.2.2 Question 2:  

Is it possible to reliably assess the number of case categories in a language using the maximum 

information entropy of the word types a proprial lemma is attested with in parallel text? 

3.2.3 Question 3:  

What types of markers other than case markers occur on personal names, for a small sample of 

languages? 

3.2.4 Question 4:  

If a language marks for case on common nouns, does it also mark for case on personal names? 
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4 Method and materials 

4.1 Data 

4.1.1 Bible corpus 

The parallel text used in this study is a large collection of bible translations (Mayer & Cysouw, 2014).  

From this collection, only the New Testaments from the bibles written in a Latin alphabet were used. 

Some languages in the corpus have several bibles. In total, the bible corpus used consisted of 1556 

bibles written in 1238 different languages. Bible and text are used interchangeably in the method and 

discussion of the current study. 

 

Figure 2 Map of languages present in the bible corpus described in section 4.1.1. The language 

coordinates for the map were taken from (Hammarström et al., 2019) 

4.1.2 The World Atlas of Language Structures  

The online resource The World Atlas of Language Structures  is a database of language properties 

(Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013). The information therein is compiled by many typologists mainly by 

reading language descriptions, such as reference grammars. Two chapters from the atlas were used in 

evaluating the effectiveness of the indirect measures used in the current study. One article (Iggesen, 

2013) gives information about the number of case categories used for a collection of languages. Each 

language present is encoded as having a number of case categories between zero and ten (or more). 

The other article (Dryer, 2013) gives information about represented languages on how they mark for 

case. Each language represented is encoded as having a marking strategy using affixes, clitics, tone, 

mixed or none.  

 The above articles’ encodings for languages were translated into a system which only coded for if a 

language has case or not. If the article encoding for number of case categories coded a language as 

having ‘No morphological case marking’, then that language was coded as not having case. If the 

article coded a language as having either ‘2 cases’, ‘3 cases’, ‘4 cases’, ‘5 cases’, ‘6-7 cases’, ‘8-9 

cases’ or ‘10+ cases’, then that language was coded as having case. If the article coded a language as 

being ‘Exclusively borderline case-marking’, then that language entry in the article was ignored. If the 

article encoding for position of case marking encoded a language as using either ‘Case suffixes’, ‘Case 
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prefixes’, ‘Case coded by tone’, ‘Case coded by changes within noun stem’, ‘Mixed morphological 

case strategies with none primary’, ‘Postpositional clitics’, ‘Prepositional clitics’ or ‘Inpositional 

clitics, then that language was coded as having case. If the chapter coded a language as having 

‘Neither case affixes nor adpositional clitics’, then that language was coded as not having case. 

 For some languages, the two chapters’ translated encodings gave contradictory results; One article’s 

translation coded the language as having case, while the other’s translation coded it as not having case. 

These languages were removed from the sample. Of all languages described in both articles, the 

intersecting area in figure 3, about 11%, 24 languages, had contradictory encodings. 

 

A total of 338 languages are represented both in the bible corpus and in at least one of the two 

WALS articles. These were used for testing. The 24 languages with contradictory descriptions by the 

articles were not used.  

4.1.3 Language descriptions 

To explore problems with the attempted method, some languages wrongly assessed as having case or 

wrongly assessed as not having case by the procedure described in section 4.2.4 were investigated. 

The choice for which erroneous languages to investigate was based on the availability of descriptions 

for the language. The languages, their iso 639-3 code and descriptions used in the current study was: 

Urariana (ura) (Olawsky, 2006), Anggor (agg) (Litteral, 1972), Achagua (aca) (Lozano, 2000) 

(Lozano, 1998), Mufian (aoj) (Conrad, 1978), Kisi (khq) (Childs, 1995), Ese ejja (ese) (Vuillermet, 

2012), Luganda (lug) (Ashton et al., 1954) and Daga (dgz) (Murane, 1974). 

4.2 Method 

4.2.1 Extraction of Personal Name word tokens 

This section of the method was performed by Robert Östling. 

A Greek bible from the PROIEL project was used in the method since it was manually annotated 

with   lemmas and parts of speech for each token (Haug & Jøhndal, 2008). From this bible a list of all 

lemmas annotated as proper nouns was extracted. From the list of proper noun lemmas, all lemmas 

referring to personal names were manually extracted. For these names, alignments with words in other 

bibles were made by using Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) and a co-occurrence measure. 

More precisely, the alignment for each Greek name was done by selecting a specific letter sequence 

with formula (2). The specific letter sequence was the letter sequence with the highest value for the 

formula:  

 

(1 − 𝐿(𝑔, 𝜆))𝐹(𝑔, 𝜆)             (2) 

Languages 

in 

Iggesen’s 

article 

Languages 

in 

Dryer’s  
article 

Figure 3 Venn diagram of languages in the two WALS articles used in the current study. 
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Where 𝐿 is the Levenshtein distance between the letter sequence 𝑔 and the Greek lemma 𝜆 

transliterated to the Latin alphabet, and  𝐹(𝑔, 𝜆) = 2 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝑅/(𝑃 + 𝑅), where 𝑃 is the number of 

members in the intersection of the verses the letter sequence 𝑔 occurs in and the verses the proprial 

lemma 𝜆 occurs in, divided by the number of verses the letter sequence 𝑔 occurs in. 𝑅 is the number of 

members in the intersection of the verses the letter sequence 𝑔 occurs in and the verses the proprial 

lemma 𝜆 occurs in, divided by the number of verses the proprial lemma 𝜆 occurs in.  

Once the letter sequence was chosen, all word types containing the sequence and in the same verses 

as 𝜆 were collected. These word types’ occurrences within the New Testament were counted. The end 

product was a collection of Greek lemmas mapped to word types and the word types’ number of found 

tokens for 1556 bibles. See table 1 for examples of word types mapped to the Greek lemma Ἰωάν(ν)ης 

(John) for four languages. 

 

Table 1 All name word types extracted and mapped to the Greek Ἰωάν(ν)ης lemma in step 4.2.1 for the 

languages Achagua, Anggor, Mufian and Kisi. None of the languages in the table had case according to 

WALS, cf. the discussion in 6.3. 

Language Word type Number of found tokens 

Achagua Juan 138 

 Juanca 5 

 Juanruni 2 

 Juanru 2 

 Juancala 1 

Anggor Son 137 

 Sonɨmbo 33 

 Sonɨndɨ 21 

 Son-dɨbo  3 

 Son-anahɨ  3 

 Sonɨmboya  2 

 Son-ani  2 

 Son-dɨbombo  2 

 Sonɨmboyu 2 

 Sonɨmbohünda 1 

Mufian Jon  161 

 Joni  21 

Kisi Nsaŋ 153 

 Nsaŋ-nda  9 

 Nsaŋ-ndo  4 

 Nsaŋ-nden  2 

 Nsaŋ-aa 1 
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4.2.2 Counting word types 

The maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in a bible was set by finding 

the Greek lemma with the most mapped word types for the bible and setting it to the number of word 

types mapped to that lemma. 

The number that was set for each bible was compared to the bible’s language’s case usage, if the 

language used case or not, according to the WALS data. The results can be seen in figure 4 in section 

5.1.1. Afterwards, the proportion of bibles with languages having case was calculated for each group 

of bibles with the same maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with. This is 

shown in figure 5 in section 5.1.1. 

4.2.3 Filtering word types 

To test whether a stronger relationship could be found between maximum number of found name 

word types and case usage, several filters for Greek lemmas and name word types were tested, with 

the purpose of removing word types without grammatical markers from being counted. The testing 

was done on all languages present in the both the bible corpus and in at least one of the WALS 

articles, 338 languages in total. Then the results of all combinations of possible settings, shown in 

table 2, were collected. The one which got the highest score for formula (3) was chosen as the optimal 

filter. 

The score, 𝑆, of a filter is measured with the quantity: 

 

𝑆 =  𝑇𝑝 − 𝐹𝑝           (3) 

 

where 𝑇𝑝 is the number of correctly identified languages with case and 𝐹𝑝 is the number of languages 

incorrectly identified as having case. Correct and incorrect usage of case was determined by the 

testing’s correspondence with the WALS data. 

 In this step, to assess a language as using case, all bibles written in the language were assessed for 

case usage, and the majority assessment from the bibles was chosen as the language’s case usage 

status. To identify if a certain bible uses case, the maximum number of word types (see section 4.2.2) 

was counted and if it was below the selected threshold for the test, then it was assessed as not using 

case. If at or above the threshold, then it was assessed as using case. A language’s case usage was 

assessed by choosing the assessment done for the majority of the language’s bibles. No assessment 

was made for the language’s case usage if there was a tie between the number of its bibles that were 

assessed as having case and the number of its bibles that were assessed as not having case. 

 The filters are summarized in table 2. Filters Ia and Ib’s purpose was to filter out lemmas that map 

to word types without grammatical markers. Filter Ia removed the Greek lemmas Ἰησοῦς 

 (Jesus) and Χριστός (Christ) from being a candidate for counting name word types. These lemmas 

were sometimes conflated in the mapping, e.g. Jesuschrist, bloating the number of word types mapped 

to these lemmas. Filter Ib removed all lemmas mapped to fewer than the chosen threshold of tokens in 

the New Testament from being a candidate. The name extraction works better for more frequent 

names. 

 Filters IIa, IIb and IIc’s purpose was to remove faulty word types from being counted. Filter IIa 

removed word types occurring less than the chosen fraction of the total number of tokens mapped to 

its lemma. Filter IIb removed all word types with the symbols, ‘:’, ‘;’ ‘.’, ‘,’ and ‘/’ in them. Filter IIc 

removed all word types not containing a capital letter. 

 IIIa and IIIb are not filters but the parameters used to predict if a language has case based on the 

counting of name word types. Parameter IIIa set how many maximum word types must be counted as 

a minimum in the bible for the test to assess it as using case. Parameter IIIb set how many lemmas are 

required to have a number of counted word types at or above IIIa’s threshold in order to be assessed as 

using case. 
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Table 2 All parameters used for testing filters. 

Name Parameter description Possible settings 

Ia Removal of Jesus and Christ Greek lemmas On, Off 

Ib Removal of names below occurrence threshold 0, 20, 40, …, 160 

IIa Fraction threshold 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, …, 0.05 

IIb Removal of word types containing ‘:’, ‘;’ ‘.’, ‘,’ or ‘/’ On, Off 

IIc Capital letter required On, Off 

IIIa Threshold for predicting case 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

IIIb Number of names at or above predicting threshold 

required for predicting case 
1, 2, 3, 4 

 

The optimal filter setting was found by running all possible settings and evaluating the score 

function (3). The optimal filter setting was the filter setting that got the highest score from the 

function. Its settings were ‘On’ for the removal of the Jesus and Christ Greek lemmas; 100 for the 

removal of Greek lemmas with a number below this threshold; 0.00 for the removal of word types 

below this fraction threshold; ‘On’ for the removal of word types with illegal symbols; ‘Off’ for 

requiring a capital letter to be counted; 4 for the threshold for predicting case; 1 for the number of 

names at or above predicting threshold required for predicting case. The results of counting word types 

with these filter settings are shown in figure 6 in section 5.1.2. 

4.2.4 Final assessment of a language having case 

The procedure of optimizing filters in 4.2.3 also produces a valid filter for assessments of case usage, 

for any text in the parallel corpus. However, many languages were erroneously assessed (34 were 

erroneously assessed as not having case and 11 were erroneously assessed as having case). The 

erroneously assessed languages comprised 14% of all 338 languages assessed. So, an approach that 

sacrificed recall in exchange for precision was used as a final assessment. It exploits that almost all 

bibles with a sufficiently high maximum number of name word types that a proprial lemma is attested 

with have case. This is shown in figure 4, where bibles without case almost disappear in x>9, and in 

figure 6 where they almost disappear in x>5. So, any bibles with sufficiently high maximum number 

of word form types a proprial lemma is attested with should stand a high chance of having case. 

To assess a language as having case, the optimal filter setting was used when counting the 

maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in a bible. Then a lower limit for the 

count value was set. Every bible at or above this limit was assessed as having case. The limit was set 

by choosing the lowest value where the proportion of bibles that use case accounted for at least 95% of 

bibles at or above the value. The chosen limit was set at six. 

When this value was set, bibles in languages absent from the WALS data had the maximum number 

of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in a bible evaluated. If this number was at or above the 

set value, the bible was assessed as having case. As a final step, a language was assessed as having 

case if all of their bibles assessed as having case. The languages assessed as having case can be seen in 

figure 9 and in appendix A. 157 languages were assessed as having case like this. 

To assess a language as not using case, the maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is 

attested with in a bible were counted without using any filtering. If all the bibles only had one word 

type counted, then the language was assessed as not using case. The languages assessed as not having 

case can be seen in figure 10 and in appendix B. 22 languages were assessed as not having case like 

this. 

No assessment was made for the 721 languages not passing any of the two assessment procedures 

described above.  
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4.2.5 Using entropy to estimate number of case categories 

A method for estimating number of case categories on a language was tested on the languages 

represented both in the bible corpus and Iggesen (2013) . A measure of entropy for personal name 

entropy predicted the number of case categories. 

 The entropy measure was calculated by first choosing a filter in the fashion described in 4.2.3, but 

optimizing for number of correctly assessed languages, instead of score function (3). See formula (4): 

 

𝑆 = 𝐶              (4) 

 

where 𝑆 is the score and 𝐶 is the number of correctly assessed languages. The resulting filter had the 

settings On; 100; 0.00; On; Off; 4; 1 for settings Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb, IIc, IIIa and IIIb respectively, cf. 

section 4.2.3.  After using this filter for filtering word types, the entropy of the Greek lemma with the 

most mapped word types was calculated using formula (1) for each bible. 𝑃𝑖 was estimated by the 

number of occurrences of word type 𝑠𝑖 mapped to the Greek lemma, divided by the sum of the number 

of occurrences of all word types mapped to the Greek lemma. The entropy of a language’s personal 

names was set to the largest entropy value calculated across all its bibles. 

The predicting capacity of the entropy measure for number of case categories was tested using a 

program for linear regression (Pedregosa et al., 2011). A “leave-one-out” procedure was employed. 

This means that for each language an estimation was made for its number of case categories by using a 

linear regression model trained on all other languages’ entropy measure and case category number 

information. The result is show in figure 10 in section 5.2 of the results. 

4.2.6 Investigating outliers 

To investigate research question 3 in section 3.2.3, languages that had a high count for maximum 

name word types after the filtration in section 4.2.3, but no case marking according to the WALS data 

were investigated. Descriptions of several of these languages were consulted: Urariana, Anggor, 

Achagua, Mufian, Ese ejja and Kisi. This first part of the investigation aimed to find any mention of 

case marking in the descriptions, and to find the meaning of markers found on the names of the 

languages in section 4.2.1 of the method. The results are summarized in section 5.3 in the results. 

Other problematic languages whose descriptions were investigated were Luganda and Daga. Daga and 

Luganda were selected for their small number of maximum personal name word types and because 

they had case according to the WALS data. This second part of the investigation aimed to find any 

mention of case marking in the descriptions, and to find any reference to differing case marking 

between the languages’ full nouns and proper nouns. For Luganda, a native speaker was elicited for 

examples where a common noun exhibited case marking in a context where a personal name did not. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Assessed case usage 

5.1.1 Name word types and case usage 

Figure 4 shows the number of bibles for each maximum name word type count. The findings show 

that when the maximum number of attested name word type a proprial lemma is attested with in a 

bible increases, the number of bibles in languages without case decline almost uniformly. There is an 

increase in bibles without case between one and two maximum attested name word types, and a few 

bibles without case scattered about the counts larger than ten, otherwise the decline is uniform. There 

is still a fair amount of word types found for languages without case, their mean is 3.15. Languages 

having case almost always had more than one name word types.  

 

Figure 4 Number of bibles by the maximum number of observed name word types without any filtering, 

cf. section 4.2.2. Blue represents bibles in a language without case. Orange represents bibles in a 

language with case. 

 

In figure 5 the data used in figure 4 is condensed to just showing the proportion of bibles in languages 

having case for each count. This shows that the proportion of bibles in a language with case increases 

almost uniformly with the number of observed name word types in that bible. A constant proportion of 

1.0 language with case is observed when the name word types occurs 25 times or more (up to the 

maximum of 60 name word types observed). The lowest proportion, 0.158, is at one counted 

maximum counted name word types. There is a fair correlation between the variables in the figure, 

0.41 when calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient. 

Maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in bible 
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Figure 5 Proportion of bibles in a language with case by maximum number of counted name word types 

without any filtering. 

5.1.2 Filtered name word types and case usage 

Figure 6 shows the number of bibles for each maximum name word types count after the filtering 

process described in 4.2.3. The figure differs from figure 4 in several aspects: The maximum count is 

only 27 compared to 60, the pattern is closer to a uniformly declining number of bibles without case 

compared to the pattern in figure 4, and fewer bibles in a language with case are found in word type 

counts where many bibles in languages without case are found – 146 bibles with case below six counts 

compared to 168 bibles with case below ten counts. The filter used was On, 100, 0, On, Off, 4, 1 for 

filter settings Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb, IIc, IIIa, IIIb respectively, cf. section 4.2.3.  

Maximum number of word types types a proprial lemma is attested with in bible 
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Figure 6 Number of bibles by the maximum number of observed name word types with filtering, cf. 4.2.3. 

Blue represents bibles in a language without case. Orange represents bibles in a language with case. 

 

In figure 7 the data from figure 6 is condensed to only show the proportion of bibles having case for 

each count. This shows that the proportion of bibles in a language with case increases almost 

uniformly with the maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in the bible. 

There is a large increase in the proportion of bibles written in a language with case between three and 

four maximum counted name word types. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the variables is 

0.49. 

Maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in bible 
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Figure 7 Proportion of bibles in a language with case by maximum number of counted name word types 

with filtering. 

5.1.3 Estimated case usage 

A total of 157 languages, that were present in the bible corpus but not in the WALS data, were 

assessed as using case according to the method described in 4.2.4. The findings show that the 

investigated languages with case are located in regions of North- and central America, South America. 

Languages with case were also identified in the central- and southern parts of Africa, as well as South 

Asia. See Appendix B for a list of all languages assessed as having case.  

Maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in bible 
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Figure 8 Map of languages with case according to the method described in section 4.2.4. The language 

coordinates for the map were taken from (Hammarström et al., 2019). 

 

A total of 22 languages, that were in the bible corpus but not in the WALS data, were assessed as not 

use case according to the method described in 4.2.4. A significantly lower number than those with 

case. Seven languages were identified in the central parts of Africa, see figure 9. Other examples of 

identified languages without case were found in Oceania and south Asia.  See Appendix B for a list of 

all languages assessed as not having case. This largely conforms with the areas where the proportion 

of languages without case is high, cf. section 2.1.2. 
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Figure 9 Map of languages without case according to the method described in section 4.2.4. The language 

coordinates for the map were taken from (Hammarström et al., 2019). 

5.2 Estimated number of case categories  

The result of using entropy to estimate number of case categories for a language is shown in figure 10, 

cf. section 4.2.5. The case usage of a total of 93 languages was estimated. These are all the languages 

both in Iggesen’s data and the bible corpus (in the intersection of the datasets). A total of 49 languages 

had no case. Rounding the estimated number to the nearest integer and comparing it to the actual 

number of case categories gave a correct answer for 50.4% of the tested languages. The Pearson 

correlation coefficient between the variables was 0.82. The 93 regression parameters generated had a 

maximum value of 2.25 and a minimum value of 2.12. Their average was 2.15. 
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Figure 10 Estimated number of case categories, versus number of case categories collected from WALS 

(Iggesen, 2013), cf. 4.2.5. The closer a plotted point is to the red line, the closer the estimation for the 

language that point represents was to being perfect.  

5.3 Identified personal name markings in 

languages without case according to WALS with 

many observed name word types 

Table 3 shows the found markings from section 4.2.6 of the method. Several types of non-case 

markings were found, such as pragmatic markings (focus and emphatic), and non-case grammatical 

markings, (subordination and question). Several case-like markings were also found, such as spatial 

markings (‘goal’), ergative marking, possessive markings and topic marking. 
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Table 3 Found non-case markings in language descriptions that also figured on personal names in the 

names extracted for languages without case according to the WALS data. The table’s columns show what 

language the marking figures in, a loose description of the marking’s meaning, the marking itself and the 

description the marking was found in. 

Language Grammatical tag Exponent Reference 

Achagua ’Formerly’ -mi (Lozano, 2000) 

    

Kisi 'Retinue' -aa (Childs, 1995, p. 101) 

    

Urariana Subordinate =ne (Olawsky, 2006, p. 26) 

 Focus =te Ibid.  

 Emphatic =ra (Olawsky, 2006, p. 226) 

 Interrogative =na (Olawsky, 2006, p. 81) 

 

 

Table 4 Found case-like markings in language descriptions that also figured on personal names in the 

names extracted for languages without case according to the WALS data. The table’s columns show what 

language the marking figures in, a loose description of the marking’s meaning, the marking itself and the 

description the marking was found in. For a discussion of what makes these markers case-like, Cf. the 

third paragraph of section 6.3. 

Language Grammatical tag Exponent Reference 

Achagua Dative -li (Lozano, 1998, p. 95) 

 Topic -ka Ibid.  

    

Anggor 'Goal' -mbo (Litteral, 1972, p. 26) 

    

Ese ejja Ergative 
 

=a (Vuillermet, 2012, p.197ff) 

Kisi Possessive+Noun class -e (Childs, 1995, p. 15, 149) 

 Possessive+Noun class -a Ibid. 

 Possessive+Noun class -o Ibid. 

    

Mufian Possessive 

 

-i (Conrad, 1978, p.106) 

 

 

5.4 Results of investigating languages with case 

but with few name word types. 

Two languages that are candidates for having case only for common nouns, but not for personal names 

were mentioned already in section 4.2.7. The two languages are Luganda and Daga. A maximum 

number of attested word types for a proprial lemma was only one for all bibles in both languages. For 

Luganda, two candidate for case categories were found: Locative and objective (Ashton et al., 1954, p. 

257-259, 403-404). The description states that the normally used locative prefix does not join with 

proper nouns as a clitic but is used as a preposition instead.  

Luganda marks object nouns by removing the initial vowel in clauses with a negative verb. No 

specific mention is made in the description of how proper nouns are marked in the same context. 
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However, examples of transitive negative sentences were elicited from a native speaker of Luganda. 

They are shown in examples 2, 3 and 4. 

 

Example 2. 

Gustav yalaba  amatala 

Gustav saw Lamps 

Gustav saw lamps 

 

Example 3. 

Gustav teyalaba matala 

Gustav saw.not Lamps 

Gustav did not see lamps 

 

Example 4. 

Gustav teyalaba Amadeus 

Gustav saw.not Amadeus 

Gustav did not see Amadeus 

 

As Examples 2 and 3 show, the first vowel is removed for objects of negative verbs, which concurs 

with the description of Luganda’s account. The same pattern did not appear when the object was a 

personal name, as shown in Example 4. 

 The two candidates for case found in Daga were locative and intimate possession (Murane, 1974, p. 

15-16, 31-32). Daga’s intimate possession is a weaker candidate for case than the locative since it is 

head marking: it marks the possessed item with markings for person and number for the possessor 

with a suffix. The locative is also marked with a suffix.  Neither locative nor intimate possession have 

close semantic links to personal names, which could explain the lack of name word types observed for 

a case using language. However, the language does not use suffixes for proper nouns, despite having 

several suffixes for nominals (Murane, 1974, p. 34). 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Assessing existence of case 

The first research question of the study is ‘Is it possible to reliably assess the presence of case markers 

in a language using the maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in parallel 

text?’ The results in figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show that for texts (read Bibles) with many maximum 

personal name word types for a Greek lemma, e.g. six or higher when counting with a filter optimized 

for score function (3), case is abundant in the sample with a relative frequency higher than 0.95. For 

texts with fewer counted maximum name word types, no relative frequency higher than 0.85 could be 

found for of the two categories of case usage for any maximum word type count. This makes it hard to 

try to assess case usage for many languages in the sample, and also to try to assess a language as not 

using case; Even when maximizing the count by not using any kind of filtering, the relative frequency 

of texts not using case was only 0.158 for texts only having one maximum name word types. 

 Possible explanations for these difficulties can be divided in two: explanations for why bibles with 

case show few maximum name word types and explanations for why bibles without case show more 

maximum name word types than one. 

 One explanation for why bibles with case show few name word types is that some of them do not 

mark their personal names with case. This pattern was attested in section 5.4 of the results for Luganda 

and Daga. A second explanation is case syncretism: The combination of multiple distinct case values 

in a single form (Baerman, 2008, p. 219). This phenomenon was observed in Swedish, Danish, 

Norwegian and German bibles for personal names that ended in -s. These names had their genitive and 

nominative values share forms, lowering the counted number of word types for the bible. 

 As for explanations for why bibles without case show more maximum name word types than one, 

the primary explanation is that markings that weren’t case figured on personal names. Several types of 

markings on personal names that weren’t case are shown in section 5.3, as well as markings for 

peripheral cases. 

 The filter produced in section 4.2.3 runs a risk of being overoptimized for the sample investigated, 

and therefore not effective when using on different samples. But, two different score functions, (3) and 

(4), were used and they produced the same optimal filter, which speaks against overoptimization. Still, 

when more reference data on case for languages becomes available, it could be valuable to test the 

filters against the new data. 

6.1.1 Inconsistencies between WALS-articles 

Out of all the languages described by both Dryer (2013) and Iggesen (2013), slightly more than 11% 

were inconsistently described between the two. The possible explanations for this are manifold. One 

explanation could be that the criteria for judging inconsistency were faulty, especially the judgement 

of inconsistency if one article claimed a language had adpositional clitics and the other claimed the 

language had no morphological case marking. Contradicting this, Iggesen writes in his article that he 

takes a generous stance towards clitics as morphological case marking and that ‘… it is only required 

that the marker show a sufficient degree of bondedness (phonological integration) with its host noun 

in basic syntactic constructions – i.e. in non-expanded, head-only NPs.’(Iggesen, 2013), cf. Dryer’s 

description of adpositional clitics: ‘… in the simplest examples they do attach to the noun’ (Dryer, 

2013). The similarity between the two authors’ descriptions should appease critics of the judging 

process. A more reasonable explanation of the inconsistencies could be that the authors used different 

language descriptions, and this is true for Zuni, but not for other examples. So, this is only part of a 

full explanation. 

A third, and more interesting, explanation is the idea that grammatical case is based on several 

attributes existing on a cline with other attributes without clear categorical borders, which would mean 

that deciding if a phenomenon has a relevant attribute could be done in several valid ways. That 

inflection and affixation, two necessary attributes for canonical case, exist on a cline without clear 
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borders is attested by Haspelmath and Sims’ textbook rendition of these concepts (Haspelmath & 

Sims, 2013, p. 89ff, 197ff). This flexibility shines through when competent arbiters of a certain 

attribute reach differing conclusions for the same phenomenon, which could be what has happened 

between the two WALS-articles. So, the third explanation could be valid. 

Relating back to research question 1, the flexibility of case means that the presence or absence of case 

cannot be assessed with unambiguous preciseness for all languages. This vagueness necessarily results 

in a number of “errors” when case usage is assessed with any method that strictly distinguishes 

between absence and presence of case. This is because when forcing a complicated attribute like case 

into a procrustean category, you are bound to make some arbitrary decisions. Iggesen (2013) 

ameliorates this issue elegantly by introducing the category ‘Exclusively borderline morphological 

case-marking’, but does not solve it. 

6.2 Estimating number of case categories 

The second research question is ‘Is it possible to reliably assess the number of case categories in a 

language using the maximum information entropy of the word types a proprial lemma is attested with 

in parallel text?’. As we saw in figure 10 in section 5.2 in the results were scattered with a good trend 

of assessing the number of cases. A perfect result would be a graph with eight dots on a line with 

about a 45-degree inclination. That would mean each language has an exact match between its 

estimated number of case categories and its actual number of case categories according to WALS. 

Poorly estimated numbers could be the effect of many personal names, giving a false case, or a low 

number of personal names, giving a false no-case. 

Even though there are outliers, such as one language with four case categories being estimated to 

have no categories, there is a clear trend for the estimation and the Pearson correlation coefficient was 

0.82, making the ‘richness’ of personal name markings a useful tool when investigating a language’s 

number of case categories. 

6.3 The hypothesis “Personal name markings are 

case markers” 

The third research question is ‘What types of markers, that are not used for case, occur on personal 

names?’. An exhaustive answer – one where every language’s markers able to be joined with personal 

names are enumerated – is almost impossible, so not within the scope of this study. But part of an 

answer can be provided by table 3 and its columns for grammatical tags and references.  

 When pertaining to the aim of this study, that both grammatical and pragmatic non-case markings 

were found, and that several of them were affixes, weakens the validity of the ‘richness’ of markings 

on name word types as an indirect measure of case. 

However, these results also speak in favor of the indirect measure of case, since for five out of six 

investigated languages, a possible candidate for case was found: Possessive for Mufian and Kisi, 

Dative for Achagua, a spatial ‘Goal’ marker for Anggor and an ergative clitic for Ese ejja. From this, 

an argument could be made that languages identified as using case through the ‘richness’ of personal 

name markings have a high likelihood of using some form of case marking, even though the 

candidates found in this study often had some attribute that made it non-canonical as case. For 

example, the Kisi possessive markers were also exponents for noun class agreement with the 

possessed item; Normally a pure exponent of case would be more canonical. Also, the Achagua dative 

was optional for marking the arguments of the main verb, this optionality implies that it is not an 

inflecting marker (Haspelmath & Sims, 2013, p. 89ff), something which is traditionally required of a 

case marker. Topic was also found for Achuaga, something not classified as case by Iggesen (2013). It 

could be argued to be a peripheral sort of case. The influential theory of Role and Reference Grammar 

substitutes the notion of subject with privileged syntactic argument. Central to this term is its ability to 

be omitted in chains of sentences, a property also shared with topics (Van Valin, 2005, p. 103). Since 

subject marking is a form of case marking, and topics share a central property with subjects, topic 

marking could be argued to be a form of case marking as well. 
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Taking the reasons presented in this section for and against this indirect measurement and 

evaluating them together, it seems a strong indicator for the presence of case in a language, if you use 

an inclusive definition for case. It is despite this fallible and will at times incorrectly find languages as 

having case, due to non-case markings being attached to personal names. 

6.4 The hypothesis “Case on common nouns co-

occur with case on personal names” 

The fourth and last research question is ‘If a language marks for case on nouns, does it also mark for 

case on personal names?’. The answer is no for at least Daga and Luganda. Thus, this implication does 

not hold as a strict universal. Three instances of case markers on nouns which do not apply to proper 

nouns were discussed in section 5.4. The first instance is Luganda, where a case marking clitic does 

not phonologically join with proper nouns, and is instead used as a preposition. The second instance is 

Luganda again, where a form of reductive morphology is resisted by proper nouns. The third instance 

is Daga, where no suffixation is allowed on proper nouns. 

 How common such instances are cross-linguistically is difficult to assess on the basis of the data 

surveyed in this study. The data could contain more languages which lack case markers for personal 

names. However, Daga and Luganda could also be the only ones; They were chosen because of the 

‘paucity’ of their personal name markers.  

These examples are still enough to refute the tentatively claimed pattern of case on common nouns 

and case on proper nouns always co-occurring in a language (Handschuh, 2017). This result means 

that it is harder to assess languages as not using case through personal name word types than 

previously hoped, since a language can lack any markings on its personal names while still using case 

markers on other nominals. 

6.5 Future research 

A genealogical analysis of the 338 languages used in testing would be valuable in order to exclude the 

possibility that any results are caused by a genealogical skew of the sample, e.g. to make sure that no 

single family dominates the group languages in the sample that have high observed PNV, as this 

would decrease the applicability of the tested method drastically.  

Evaluating more types of parameters and score functions when using filtering on personal name 

word types could also yield more precise results. 

Investigations into different estimations of entropy and its relationship with case may also yield 

fruit. For example, trying out a measure that converges quicker than the one used in the current study 

(Hausser & Strimmer, 2008). Another measure to try is one used by a study that estimated the corpus 

size required to reach a stable entropy value (Bentz & Alikaniotis, 2016). This estimation could be 

used to assess if the different parts of the bible corpus are appropriately large for estimating entropy. 

The name word type-frequencies used in this study could be augmented with information on what 

types of case markers and adpositions exist in the same context (e.g. bible verse) as each name word 

type. This information would be gathered from annotated sources. The information could possibly be 

used to match name word types with case functions present in the annotated sources. 

Finally, more research into the different markers attached to the extracted personal names would be 

interesting, if costly. 
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7 Conclusion 

The aim of this study is to evaluate whether the ‘richness’ of the marking on personal names is an 

adequate indirect measure of a language’s case usage. The method uses parallel texts to identify, and 

group by lexeme, names in over a thousand languages. These groupings are compared with data for 

case usage from a typological database for those languages for which it is available. This material is 

then used to test a method for assessing whether a language uses case or not. 

7.1 Conclusions for the research questions 

7.1.1 Conclusions for research question 1 

Results indicate that the maximum number of word types a proprial lemma is attested with in a text is 

a useful tool for inferring case usage. However, it only yielded clear results for a subset of the 

languages tested. It was not particularly useful for inferring the absence of case usage.  

7.1.2 Conclusions for research question 2 

Estimation of number of case categories was also performed. An entropy measure, based on word 

types a personal name lemma is attested with and the frequencies of the word types occurrences, was 

found to be a fair indicator of number of case categories for languages.  

7.1.3 Conclusions for research question 3 

Markings on languages which had no case were investigated. They were found to be of several types: 

pragmatic markers, non-case grammatical markers and case-like markers.  

7.1.4 Conclusions for research question 4 

Two languages with few markings on personal names and with case were investigated. They were 

found to not use any case marking on their personal names, but still use such markers on common 

nouns. This contrasts with a tentative generalization this study is based on: ‘No languages have case 

marking exclusively in the domain of [personal names] or [common nouns].’ (Handschuh, 2017). 

7.2 Final remarks 

The Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of estimated case categories and the number 

of case categories according to Iggesen(2013) was quite high at 0.82. The ‘richness’ of the markings 

of a language’s personal name markings was found to at the least be a way to find languages where 

case and many case categories are likely.  
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Appendix 

A: Languages assessed as having case 

'Azerbaijani (aze)', 'Angaataha (agm)', 'Ankave (aak)', 'Aguaruna (agr)', 'Amarakaeri (amr)', 'Ama 

(Papua New Guinea) (amm)', 'Awiyaana (auy)', 'Ayacucho Quechua (quy)', 'Aneme Wake (aby)', 

'Bekwarra (bkv)', 'Bora (boa)', 'Bakairí (bkq)', 'Buglere (sab)', 'Border Kuna (kvn)', 'Biangai (big)', 

'Bavarian (bar)', 'Boko (Benin) (bqc)', 'Bokobaru (bus)', 'Busa (bqp)', 'Bo-Ung (mux)', 'Borong (ksr)', 

'Benabena (bef)', 'Binumarien (bjr)', 'Culina (cul)', 'Cerma (cme)', 'Central Aymara (ayr)', 'Candoshi-

Shapra (cbu)', 'Cogui (kog)', 'Central Tunebo (tuf)', 'Cofán (con)', 'Cherokee (chr)', 'Cashinahua (cbs)', 

'Cajamarca Quechua (qvc)', 'Cañar Highland Quichua (qxr)', 'Chimborazo Highland Quichua (qug)', 

'Cusco Quechua (quz)', 'Dano (aso)', 'Dawro (dwr)', 'Edolo (etr)', 'Ese (mcq)', 'East Kewa (kjs)', 

'Eastern Apurímac Quechua (qve)', 'Francisco León Zoque (zos)', 'Guambiano (gum)', 'Guahibo (guh)', 

'Guayabero (guo)', 'Gwahatike (dah)', 'Gumatj (gnn)', 'Gofa (gof)', 'Gagauz (gag)', 'Huambisa (hub)', 

'Huli (hui)', 'Huallaga Huánuco Quechua (qub)', 'Huaylas Ancash Quechua (qwh)', 'Huaylla Wanca 

Quechua (qvw)', 'Hamer-Banna (amf)', 'Isthmus Mixe (mir)', 'Iatmul (ian)', 'Ipili (ipi)', 'Iyo (nca)', 

'Inoke-Yate (ino)', 'Inga (inb)', 'Kuanyama (kua)', 'Kasua (khs)', 'Kaba (ksp)', 'Konai (kxw)', 'Kakua 

(cbv)', 'Kamula (xla)', 'Kosena (kze)', 'Kuranko (knk)', 'Komba (kpf)', 'Kamano (kbq)', 'Kanite (kmu)', 

'Keyagana (kyg)', 'Karajá (kpj)', 'Karkar-Yuri (yuj)', 'Kafa (kbr)', 'Lenje (leh)', 'Lamba (lam)', 'Lobi 

(lob)', 'Lambayeque Quechua (quf)', 'Lashi (lsi)', 'Mangga Buang (mmo)', 'Mosetén-Chimané (cas)', 

'Matsés (mcf)', 'Margos-Yarowilca-Lauricocha Quechua (qvm)', 'Mende (Papua New Guinea) (sim)', 

'Maring Naga (nng)', 'Maram Naga (nma)', 'Ngombe (Democratic Republic of Congo) (ngc)', 'Nilamba 

(nim)', 'Ndau (ndc)', 'Ndo (ndp)', 'North Alaskan Inupiatun (esi)', 'Northwest Alaska Inupiatun (esk)', 

'Nama (Namibia) (naq)', 'Namiae (nvm)', 'Numanggang (nop)', 'Northern Conchucos Ancash Quechua 

(qxn)', 'North Junín Quechua (qvn)', 'Napo Lowland Quechua (qvo)', 'Northern Pastaza Quichua (qvz)', 

'North Bolivian Quechua (qul)', 'Northern Paiute (pao)', 'Odoodee (kkc)', 'Potawatomi (pot)', 'Panao 

Huánuco Quechua (qxh)', 'Phom Naga (nph)', 'Pisaflores Tepehua (tpp)', 'Rotokas (roo)', 'Rawa (rwo)', 

'Safeyoka (apz)', 'Shona (sna)', 'Swati (ssw)', 'Shawi (cbt)', 'San Blas Kuna (cuk)', 'Serbian (srp)', 'Sinte 

Romani (rmo)', 'Samberigi (ssx)', 'South Tairora (omw)', 'Southern Conchucos Ancash Quechua (qxo)', 

'Southern Pastaza Quechua (qup)', 'San Martín Quechua (qvs)', 'South Bolivian Quechua (quh)', 'Sepik 

Iwam (iws)', 'Siriano (sri)', 'Secoya (sey)', 'Timne (tem)', "Toura (Côte d'Ivoire) (neb)", 'Tojolabal 

(toj)', 'Tabaru (tby)', 'Tuma-Irumu (iou)', 'Tena Lowland Quichua (quw)', 'Tabo (knv)', 'Tenharim 

(pah)', 'Turkmen (tuk)', 'Uma (ppk)', 'Uduk (udu)', 'Umbu-Ungu (ubu)', 'Uzbek (uzb)', 'Waris (wrs)', 

'Wayana (way)', 'Wipi (gdr)', 'Weri (wer)', 'Wichí Lhamtés Nocten (mtp)', 'Wantoat (wnc)', 'Waffa 

(waj)', 'Western Highland Purepecha (pua)', 'Wiru (wiu)', "Yanesha' (ame)", 'Yucatec Maya (yua)', 

'Yau (Morobe Province) (yuw)', 'Yaweyuha (yby)', 'Yuracaré (yuz)', 'Zemba (dhm)', 'Zimbabwean 

Ndebele (nde)', 'Zulu (zul)' 

B: Languages assessed as not having case 

'Are (mwc)', 'Bembe (bmb)', 'Buamu (box)', 'Bariai (bch)', 'Chuukese (chk)', 'Central Dusun (dtp)', 

'Eastern Bru (bru)', 'Fanamaket (bjp)', 'Lingala (lin)', 'Label (lbb)', 'Makhuwa-Meetto (mgh)', 'Mündü 

(muh)', 'Madak (mmx)', 'Mengen (mee)', 'Nyindrou (lid)', 'Nukna (klt)', 'Obo Manobo (obo)', 

'Sursurunga (sgz)', 'Sarangani Manobo (mbs)', 'Sankaran Maninka (msc)', 'Tawallammat Tamajaq 

(ttq)', 'Umiray Dumaget Agta (du
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